920 Biography, genealogy, insignia

Class here autobiographies, correspondence, diaries, reminiscences; biography as a discipline

Class biography of people associated with a specific subject with the subject, plus notation 092 from Table 1, e.g., biography of chemists 540.92

*For personal improvement and analysis through diary keeping, see 158.16*

(Option A: For biography of people associated with a specific subject, use subdivisions identified by *, then, for each number identified by †, add notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., Baptists from Louisiana 922.6763

(Option B: Class individual biography in 92 or B; class collected biography in 92 or 920 undivided

(Option C: Class individual biography of men in 920.71; class individual biography of women in 920.72)

See Manual at T1—092